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TALKING SNAKES: JOEL OSTEEN and JOHN GRAY 

There was a time when I was not exposing anyone because I did not want to come 

against God’s annointed.  I have since that time learned that the witches and 

freemasons have taken over and are standing at the pulpits.  They are not God’s 

anointed.  I don’t know if they ever were, if they started out right and went away 

from God or if they started out in satan’s hand.  Regardless, it is time to expose 

them.  And I don’t have time to stop and expose them all, they are crawling 

everywhere.  I want to say up front that when I have taken time to expose 

someone as a false prophet or false teacher, I have sent them a rebuke in writing.  

Yesterday just after sending the rebukes to Joel Olsteen and John Gray, no less 

than 30 minutes later youtube pulled our Mandela Effect – Part One teaching.  

Spiritual warfare is real.  God is with me and this ministry.  God is for us, who can 

be against us?! 

 

The Stage at Lakewood Church where Joel Olsteen (Osteen) and John Gray 

preach.  Look with your spiritual eyes and see what you see… 
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Who spoke to Eve in the Garden of Eden and caused her and Adam to sin against 

God?  The serpent/satan did. 

 

The pope’s audience hall.  The audience seems to be sitting inside of this snake. 

 

Now take another look at the stage of Lakewood Church in Houston, Texas. 
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I accentuated the fangs so you can see it better. 

 

The white ball on the center of the stage is where they have the earth spinning 

around.  That is where the serpent’s windpipe is.  It symbolizes the serpent 

controlling the world, swallowing it up.  The serpent’s breath comes from that 

point.  The serpent breathing on the world. Whoever speaks at this apostate 

church is being empowered by the serpent, they are the mouthpiece of the 

serpent.  Speaking blasphemous words against the Most High. 
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Here is just one of John Gray’s book covers.  They love to attack God’s name – I 

Am.  He serves satan and so the X he is making with his hands is for Osiris the 

Egyptian sun god.  Behind the 1000’s of names for the sun god is satan.  

Remember they are freemasons and they serve the gods of the Egyptians.  Those 

gods are fallen angels, and demons. 

 

The freemasons, witches, satan’s elect love the number 8.  It means 

reincarnation, new life, rebirth, resurrection, infinity etc. 
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Thank you to Mrs. Joy who told me another reason they love the # 8.  They are 

awaiting the rising again of their antichrist.  Longing for his or its (whether it is 

something that is not truly alive or brought back to life through science and 

witchcraft or a ruling power that resurrects. 
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Smooth talker, slick talker. 

 

Look at the crowds flocking to this stuff.  They have their witchcraft symbols in 

the places where they meet.  They do their rituals and sacrifices there to prime 
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the atmosphere of those paces with more of satan’s power.  They are 

bewitching/enchanting the people.  Using their money to benefit satan’s kingdom 

and all the while taking as many souls to hell as they can. 
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There are some who have already taken the mark of the beast.  In their hearts 

they love satan the serpent and are doing his will.  Back in 2015 Pastor Philip 

Joshua in Liberia was taken in the spirit to the judgment seat of Christ and Jesus 

showed him how filthy the so called churches were.  He told him that judgment 

was at the door.  He said to him to expose all the filth and wickedness in the 

churches and he gave him a list.  I have been working on that list.  He also said 

that we had already come to the time of the mark of the beast.  Remember the 

governments and those in power by satan always roll things out on a voluntary 

basis first.  Then they begin to regulate and apply pressure and force to bring in 

their agenda.  **I always pray for those that have backslidden away from God to 

be restored.  For Him in His mercy to convict them and draw them back to Jesus 
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Christ.  If they are redeemable.  Only He knows if they have crossed the line or 

point of no return.** 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nBZI2-cUw6g 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8sz56TVm9Qo 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nBZI2-cUw6g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8sz56TVm9Qo

